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Background
•
•
•

•
•

AAR of RAAF F-35A seen as essential component of ADF air combat capability.
Needed to achieve AAR receiver clearance with RAAF KC-30A prior to planned ferry of
aircraft from US to Aust in 2018.
Slot had been secured within USAF’s F-35A Flight Test Schedule for late 2015 and
receiver clearance testing was conducted under combined USAF / RAAF framework.
Subsequent to F-35A program, Air Warfare Centre & 86WG were tasked to support
Coalition Aerial Refueling Initiative (CARI) Program that has continued through to today.
F-35A and follow-on CARI clearance programs have presented challenging program
management risks for RAAF AR test community:
• Key development issues
• Establishment of strong working relationship at Integrated Test Team level
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Top Level Considerations for KC-30A / F-35A
AR Clearance Program Management
•
•
•
•
•

Certification Framework
Test Conduct and Reporting
Resource Requirements
Stakeholders
Schedule Drivers
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Certification Framework
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

KC-30A operating under Special Flight Permit as baseline
RAAF Flight Test Permit to approve USAF Test Plan and CoA participation
US Government Flight Certificate for F-35A
Framework for Technical Exchange and Data Requirements
Technical Compatibility Assessment
Test Planning
Technical Review / Safety Review / Test Readiness Review
Clearance Process Map
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Clearance Process Map
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Test Conduct and Reporting
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated Tanker Test Team Structure
412 Test Wing Test and Range Support
Tanker Pre-positioning
Test Mission Scheduling
Test Reporting
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Key Resource Requirements
–

RAAF

•
•
•
•
•
•
–

KC-30A - Minimum of 1 (with axial loads instrumentation) but prudent to have back-up.
KC-30A QTP required for tanker testing.
KC-30A AROs with test experience – primary (Mark O‘Connor) plus safety observer (Mike Kibler).
ARDU FTEs - support test conduct on KC-30A.
33SQN aircrew: KC-30A aircraft captain plus CREWATT.
Maintenance + logistics (33SQN + FSR) and instrumentation support (ASESQN).

USAF
•
•
•
•
•
•

F-35A - instrumented aircraft required (AF-1 and AF-4 were instrumented for AAR).
Pool of 461 FLTS F-35A QTPs.
Safety chase / photo chase aircraft and aircrew, as well as support tankers.
418 FLTS AR DE/FTE for TKR Test Conductor role, as required.
461 FLTS Range Control Room – Test Director, Test Conductor, Systems Operators.
412 Test Wing infrastructure and facilities: aircraft parking, hangar access, hangar storage, ground
support equipment, in-ground refuelling, office space.
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Extensive Stakeholder Community
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Key Schedule Considerations
–

Minimum 8 months from start of test planning to conduct of first test point. Additional 2 months suggested for
contingency purposes and JPO airworthiness purposes. Recommendation for test planning commencement 10
months prior to first test point. Based on commencement date of early Oct 15, must commence test planning NLT
Nov 14.

–

Required 6-week test plan approval and additional 6-week safety plan approval through 412 TW / 418 FLTS.
Therefore, test plan must be complete NLT early Jun 15.

–

Prior to commencing test planning, must have contractual and financial arrangements in place.

–

Duration of test conduct was dependent on test requirements and associated clearance envelope and
environmental clearance requirements. Initial estimate was 7 weeks.

–

Prevailing schedule immediately followed Italian 767 / F-35A AR clearance, so early consideration of program
priorities was needed in event of schedule slide for Italian program.

–

KC-30A arrived for testing with F-35 in Sep 15 and was only given routine priority along with other Edwards test
efforts. Extent of Aust commitment to position a tanker for test purposes was not adequately appreciated by USAF
agencies at the time.
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F-35A
• 15 test sorties, 18 Sep – 29 Oct 15
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Follow-on CARI Program
•

•
•

•
•

In mid 2015, US Warfighter Senior Integration Group (W-SIG) identified an increased
demand for AR capability within US Central Command (USCENTCOM) area of responsibility
(AOR).
Opportunity was realized for coalition partner tankers (RAAF, UAE, ItAF) and US receivers
to undergo AR certification effort.
USAF and USN became active participants in, and solution sponsors for, this effort to
provide AR services and increase tanker availability while improving interoperability of US
and coalition partners.
Air Warfare Centre & 86WG were tasked to support Coalition Aerial Refueling Initiative
(CARI) Program that has continued from late 2015 through to today.
Using F-35A test program as baseline “template”, AWC embarked on CARI support across
the following campaigns:
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F-16C/D
• Phase 1: 7 test sorties, 03 - 15 Dec 15
• Phase 2: 8 test sorties, 01 – 21 Mar 16
• Phase 3: In planning for conduct Jun 19
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C-17A
• Phase 1 (EAFB): 5 test sorties, 09 - 16 Feb 16
• Phase 2 (AMB): 4 test sorties, 27 Apr – 04 May 16
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B-1B
• 7 test sorties, 28 Oct – 09 Nov 16
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A-10C
• Phase 1: 8 test sorties, 15 Aug – 14 Sep 17
• Phase 2: Under consideration
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B-52H
• Phase 1: 8 test sorties, 10 Aug – 14 Sep 17
• Phase 2: 2 test sorties, 22 – 28 Aug 18
• Phase 3: Requires further tech analysis by
AD&S
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F-22
• 8 test sorties, 21 Aug –
18 Sep 18
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CARI Program Management Achievements
•
•

•
•

•

Streamlined Certification Framework processes.
Integrated test teams (RAAF & USAF) have proven highly efficient and effective. Not limited to
conduct phase – even during planning and reporting test documents are co-developed, ensuring
high quality and well honed artefacts.
Integrated test teams have also provided training opportunities for junior USAF FTEs and Aerial
Refueling Engineers.
Commensurate prioritisation of USAF assets during Edwards test campaigns has changed since F35A program and USAF has given real priority and excellent support to enabling the more recent KC30A test efforts.
USAF / RAAF engagement in fulfilling CARI obligations has been a stand-out example of how two
test organisations can bring different cultures and processes together, identify strengths and
weaknesses and form a hybrid approach which is more effective and more efficient than legacy
approaches.
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CARI Program Plan for next 12 Months
•
•
•

•

Planning is underway for Receiver Simulation Tool (RST) ground testing to
characterize KC-30A delivery system performance.
Residual F-16D AR testing to be combined with RST testing in Jun 19.
Strong consideration is being given by CARI Program Manager for a USAF strategic
aircraft test campaign in second half of 2019.
Other potential USAF boom receivers are KC-10, KC-135 and KC-46, plus RC-135 and
WC-135, as well as consideration for KC-30A as a receiver behind KC-10, KC-135 and
KC-46.
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QUESTIONS
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